CEU SALES

States often require
designers to continue their
education to maintain their
license in order to practice
interior design. Designers
are often too busy to travel
to educational workshops
to earn credits. That’s why
interiors+sources offers
a Continuing Education
Series in print and
online. interiors+sources
Continuing Education
Series articles allow
design practitioners to
conveniently earn valuable
continuing education unit
credits (CEUs) through the
pages of the magazine.

SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
CEU EDUCATIONAL
ARTICLES

Sponsored by ATI Decorative Laminates

learning
objectives
interiors+sources’
Continuing Education
Series articles allow design
practitioners to earn
continuing education unit
credits through the pages
of the magazine. Use the
following learning objectives
to focus your study while
reading this issue’s article.
To receive one hour of
continuing education
credit (0.1 CEU) as
approved by IDCEC, read
the article and go to
interiorsandsources.com/
home/ceus.aspx and follow
the instructions.
After reading this article, you
should be able to:
◗ Explain the history of
laminates and explain
why 3DLs are growing in
popularity.
◗ Describe the manufacturing
process used to produce

DESIGNBEYONDTHE

3D laminates.

HOW IT WORKS

◗ Identify the benefits of
3DLs over other surfacing
materials.

Subscribers Earn IDCEC CEU Credit by reading interiors+sources!

◗ Provide examples of 3D
laminate applications and
why they are effective.

With a nearly endless
list of design options,
features, and benefits,

Although they are not
new, 3DLs have become a wildly
popular solution for commercial
interiors for a myriad of reasons
explained in this CEU.

ABOVE RIGHT

vacuum-formed 3D
panels can help
elevate interiors to a
whole new dimension.

I

t’s safe to say that we’re now living in the 3D era. From printers, televisions,
and even pens, three-dimensional objects are being created in greater detail

and efficiency, and are being utilized in more innovative ways than ever
before. For commercial interiors, creating a design with a three-dimensional
look has never been easier, thanks to the flexibility and character of laminates.
The trend toward textures and geometries that can not only be perceived
by the eye but also experienced by the hand continues to grow as designers
seek to create spaces that complement interior architecture with greater visual
impact. With ever-increasing realism, vacuum-formed 3D panel products, in
particular, have literally helped to reshape interiors that go well beyond the typical
two-dimensional surface. Advances in laminate technology provide high-end
architectural solutions across a wide variety of markets, including corporate,
hospitality, institutional, retail, and even marine environments.
These tactile products open up virtually endless design options for specifiers.
Thanks to its many variations in structure, surface, pattern, and material,

interiors+sources is
pleased to offer IDCEC and
AIA Continuing Education
Credit opportunities on
the editorial pages of
the magazine. IDCEC
approved CEUs are
accepted by ASID, IDC,
IDEC and IIDA.

three-dimensional laminates (3DLs) have become a wildly popular solution for
commercial interiors. These attractive, yet durable products offer specifiers
tremendous design flexibility and are available in multiple sizes, suitable for
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We provide a complete, turnkey process. We assign CEU articles to be written by industry experts
with content provided by manufacturers. We submit them to IIDA (for IDCEC accreditation) and AIA
for approval. The articles are edited to be in-depth explorations of a variety of important topics,
including sustainability, ergonomics, designing for the workplace, leadership and more. Using the
content, we write a test for the reader. The test questions will require close reading of the content.
This means each feature story is certain to receive maximum readership attention.

WHAT IT MEANS FOR YOU
As a sponsoring advertiser, you will affiliate your brand with crucial information that leading
designers seek. You will create a stronger bond by helping them become better informed and by
helping them solve problems. Not only will you have the chance to include your company name,
logo and company profile in interiors+sources magazine, but online posting of the feature and test
questions provides excellent Web exposure for you, the sponsor.
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SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES:
GO FOR THE GOLD!
BASIC PACKAGE | $13,225
By Kenn Busch | Photography by Kenn Busch | Sponsored by Roseburg

1

One full-page, four-color ad on the left-hand page, opposite the
opening page of the feature story.

2

Your company logo placed on the opening editorial page
(must be an approved IDCEC CEU provider in order for logo to
be placed on opening page).

learning
objectives
interiors+sources’
Continuing Education
Series articles allow design
practitioners to earn
continuing education unit
credits through the pages
of the magazine. Use the
following learning objectives
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AD
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to focus your study while
reading this issue’s article.
To receive one hour of

A TFL conference table
featuring a rustic wood
design with the latest
embossed-in-register
(E.i.R.) technology,
which exactly aligns the
surface texture with the
printed design.

continuing education
credit (0.1 CEU) as
approved by IDCEC, read
the article and go to
interiorsandsources.com/
home/ceus.aspx and follow
the instructions.
After reading this article, you
should be able to:
◗ Discuss how the sense
of touch is interpreted by
the brain.
◗ Describe the origin of the
science of haptics as it
relates to interior design.
◗ Explain how texture is
imparted to different
laminate materials.
◗ Discuss how laminate
textures have evolved
since the first laminates
were introduced.

THE ‘SENSATIONAL’
ROLE OF TEXTURE IN
SURFACE DESIGN
Touch can play an
unexpectedly large
role in how we
feel about things.

2

hat’s the first thing you do when you see an intriguing wall covering,
table top, or upholstered chair?
You touch it, of course. You can’t help it. Your brain needs to know
what it feels like.
Knowing how things feel–smooth, soft, warm, sticky, dusty–completes your
perception of that item or material. This information, along with the visuals you captured, is catalogued in your mind so you can then say, “Yeah, I know what that is.”
As an architect or designer, yours is a sensorial world. You navigate, explore, and
ultimately create through the experienced use of your senses. Given the opportunity (and
the budgets), your goal is to create spaces that are, for lack of a better term, sensational.
Texture has a huge impact on our perceptions of the world around us and
yet, compared to the other senses, there’s precious little research on this important
channel of information.

A 100-word company profile following the test.

4

Replicated Web exposure on www.interiorsandsources.com.

GOLD PACKAGE | $15,525
All the benefits of the basic package plus:

What we do know is that, in the brain, touch and pressure are interpreted by
the forward part of the parietal lobe, situated between the frontal lobe and the
occipital lobe. The parietal lobe also manages
taste and body awareness.
You may be surprised to know that the touch-andpressure region is larger than the vision area of the

1

3

occipital lobe, as well as the speech, concentration,
planning, and problem-solving area of the frontal lobe.
In fact, the only areas larger than touch-and-pressure
are those that control motor control, body awareness

5

A banner ad on the opening editorial page of the Web version of
the continuing education program.

6

An e-blast to our interior designer subscribers encouraging them
to visit www.interiorsandsources.com to earn CEU
credit by reading your sponsored article and taking the test.

7

A PDF of your sponsored article posted on your website with
a link to www.interiorsandsources.com, where designers can
earn CEU credit.

(frontal lobe), coordination (cerebellum), and reading
interiorsandsources.com
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